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DEELEEBOB Music products announces the release
of THE EFFECT RACK™ This new patented product provides
benefits to musicians / technicians and music enthusiasts.
Developed to hold a rack mount effect/wireless device.
The Effect Rack™ will also hold an iPad, audio interface, sound
module, DI box, wireless system, or just about anything that is used
with an amplifier. It is can also become a portable music stand for
those times when you need to hold up a music book or extra music
chart. (The Effect Rack pictured on your left.)
Seoul, South Korea December 16th, 2011, DEELEEBOB Music Products – The Effect Rack™ was unveiled
this in April 2011 during the Frankfurt Musik Messe fair. Now it will be shown in North America for the first
time at the 2012 NAMM show Booth #3496. The bracket device allows for safe carriage and easy access to a
variety of devices normally placed hap-hazard on top, or beside an amplifier. The Effect Rack™ uses a friction
clamping action to hold in place a 1U or Half rack space device, iPad, wireless receiver, DI box, Speaker
emulator, custom pedal board, and any other similar sized music gear. The Effect Rack™ itself will prove
useful to musicians, studio owners, technicians, and music enthusiasts. It has a place in any musician’s arsenal
of stands, pedals, and rack devices. It is the musician’s friend and handy in the studio or at the local jam space.
A catchall for any piece of gear you need held secure, and it is a music stand for any music chart or music book
you need held right by your amp, where you need it.
- An inexpensive alternative to buying a full rack system.
- 1U space device or half rack unit is secure for the show.
- Works with iPad or similar smart tablet device.
- Becomes a portable Music Stand.
- Setup in minutes. Won't scratch or mark equipment.
- Poly coated stainless steel construction.
- Solidly holds an effect unit on top of the amp.
- No drilling or additions to the amplifier.
- Vibration and shock will not affect The Effect Rack™.
- Uses the existing amp handle and friction to hold your gear.
- It will fit inside a soft case with an effect unit.
- No bulky rack case to carry from studio to stage.

“The Effect Rack™ is a product of necessity. Simplicity in it's design. The uses for the device go far beyond that
of a simple 1U rack holder. It belongs on the top of every amplifier in the world. Any musician can benefit from
using The Effect Rack™.” Lance Reegan-Diehl – Creator / Owner.
(U.S and International Patents Pending, Euro Patent App.#2 339 865)

The Effect Rack™ is a product worth having to keep your gear safe and secure while you record / perform /
practice from music books or music charts, or just hold gear safe while you jam with your friends. A benefit to
any musician no matter what instrument you play. At $29.95 The Effect Rack™ even makes a great gift for that
music person in your life.

The Effect Rack ™ simplicity in design, this bracket device for music applications will become a
must have item in any musicians gig bag.

Using The Effect Rack ™ is as easy as “Gimmie three steps mister.”

Step 1: Place The Effect Rack ™
under the handle of the amplifier.

Step 2 : Slide rack device over the
handle and under The Effect Rack ™.

Step 3 : Seat the rack device all the way
back into The Effect Rack ™. The amp and

effect are now ready to Rack n Roll!

We don’t think your amp will ever take a tilt like this during a
performance but, it is good to know we have you covered.

The Effect Rack pictured here with a forward tilt on the amplifier. The Effect Rack ™ itself will hold
many devices secure on any amplifier and withstand a 45degree tilt in all directions.

Pictured above, The Effect Rack ™ holding a custom pedal board on an amplifier.
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